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Abstract

Millions of workers are exposed to excessive noise levels each day. Acoustic
solutions have to be developed to protect workers from hearing loss. The
first step of an acoustic diagnosis is the source localization which can be
performed with a microphone array. Spherical microphone arrays can be
used to detect the acoustic source positions in a workplace. In this study, a
spherical microphone array, with polyhedral discretization, is proposed and
compared with a spherical array with a slightly different geometry. The
generalized cross-correlation technique is used to detect the source positions.
Moreover, two criteria are introduced to improve the noise source map. The
first is based on the geometric properties of the microphone array and the
scan zone whereas the second is based on the energy of the spatial likelihood
function. Numerical data are used to provide a systematic comparison of
both geometries and criteria. Finally, experiments in a reverberant room
reveal that the polyhedral microphone array associated with both criteria
provide the best noise source map.

Keywords: acoustic source localization, spherical microphone array,
generalized cross-correlation, reverberant environment

1. Introduction1

Each year, millions of workers are exposed to excessive noise levels. In2

Québec, between 400,000 and 500,000 of the 2,5 million workers are exposed3
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daily to noise levels likely to generate hearing impairment. Hearing loss is by4

far the most recorded occupational disease [1] and its total cost to the society5

is the highest [2]. Therefore noise control solutions have to be implemented to6

continue prevention efforts. To reduce noise levels at the workstation, direct7

noise sources and their reflections by the environment have to be detected.8

Microphone array techniques have become widespread for noise source9

localization [3, 4, 5, 6].These techniques are based on the calculation of the10

propagation delay between a pair of microphones in the time domain or the11

phase shift in the frequency domain. An accurate assessment of a source12

location requires several microphones. Commonly, microphone array mea-13

surements lead to an acoustic image or noise source map coded with colors14

to highlight the noise source locations [7]. Depending on the situation, the15

microphone array processing, the number of microphones and the array geom-16

etry may differ. Detecting aeroacoustic sources, speakers in a meeting room17

or noise sources in industrial halls does not involve the same constraints and18

challenges.19

For transportation applications, like cars, trains or aircrafts, there is20

no ambiguity on the source location with respect to the microphone array.21

Therefore a planar acoustic array geometry is preferred. Today, the most22

common planar geometry corresponds to several spiral arms which provide an23

acoustic image with moderate side lobes and operate over a broad frequency24

range [8]. The microphone array technique commonly used is the conven-25

tional beamforming in the frequency domain based on the cross-spectral ma-26

trix of the microphone signals [9]. Due to the poor resolution of the acoustic27

image provided by beamforming, deconvolution techniques or inverse prob-28

lems are used to clean up the noise map [10, 11, 12, 13].29

Microphone array techniques are also used in speech processing to detect30

speakers in a meeting room [14, 15]. In this case, the microphone array31

involves few microphones and is located either at the center of the room on32

the table or on a wall [16, 17]. The source is the human voice and the goal33

is to track the speakers. The main constraints are a high background noise34

and a reverberant environment. The common microphone array technique35

used is the beamforming, also called the steered response power based on the36

Generalized Cross-Correlation (GCC) of the microphone signals [18].37

In workplaces such as an industrial hall, the dimensions of the rooms38

are very large and the reverberation time may be high (more than one sec-39

ond). The sound sources are usually broadband and may come from any40

direction therefore spherical microphone arrays are preferred. A 32-spherical41
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microphone array associated to eigenbeam beamforming processing is used42

to localize a main source and its reflections [19]. The obtained noise source43

maps allowed for a correct source localization. However, the processing had44

to be done at each frequency which is time consuming for broadband sources,45

moreover the number of microphones is high. Time-domain algorithms based46

on the GCC can be used to create a noise source map showing the main47

sources and potential reflections from the walls, floor or ceiling. However,48

the noise source map obtained may not be accurate due to the presence of49

large side lobes or high background noise and inverse problems have to be50

used to improve the resolution [20]. Noël et al. [21] developed a time domain51

technique associated with an inverse problem to detect source positions in52

complex industrial environments. Despite a correct source localization, the53

computation time of the inverse problem is very high. Moreover, their mi-54

crophone array geometry is not well adapted for omnidirectional localization55

due to the absence of microphones at the top and bottom of the array.56

The objective of the paper is to propose a fast signal processing technique57

with few microphones to localize acoustic sources in a reverberant environ-58

ment. First, instead of using post-processing techniques to improve the noise59

source maps through the solution of associated inverse problems, the focus is60

rather put on generating a clean initial noise source map. Each microphone61

pair leads to a Spatial Likelihood Function (SLF) [22]. The noise source map62

is then obtained by summing up all the SLFs. Two criteria, based on the SLF63

energy or geometry of the microphone array and scan zone, are proposed to64

discard the microphone pairs which do not bring useful information. Then a65

polyhedral microphone array geometry with a small number microphones is66

proposed. The 14-microphone array is compared to the spherical microphone67

array developed by Noël et al. [21]. The main originality of this work is that68

the proposed technique does not operate on the a posteriori noise source69

map but acts before generating the noise source map by removing SLFs with70

useless information. Moreover, by removing useless SLFs and using few mi-71

crophones, the computation time and complexity is not increased.72

Section 2 presents the source localization method and criteria used to73

compute the noise source map. Then, numerical data are used to assess the74

proposed microphone array geometry and criteria in Section 3. Finally, the75

performances of the microphone array geometries and criteria are confirmed76

by experiments carried out in a fully reverberant room (section 4).77
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2. Source localization method78

2.1. Acoustic signal model79

The objective of this section is to present the theoretical formulation of80

the source localization technique. The acoustic pressure source signal s(rs, t)81

is generated by an omnidirectional point source at location rs and recorded82

by a set of M free-field microphones at locations rm. The acoustic pressure83

signal xm recorded by the microphone m is given by84

xm(t) = αm(rs)s(rs, t−∆tms) + vm(t), (1)

where t represents time, αm(rs) is the geometrical attenuation due to the85

propagation between the source and the microphone and vm(t) is an un-86

correlated additive noise due to background or sensor noise. The term ∆tms87

corresponds to the propagation delay between the source and the microphone,88

called Time of Flight (ToF), and is defined by the Euclidean distance89

∆tms =
1

c0
‖rm − rs‖2, (2)

where c0 is the sound speed and ‖ · ‖p is the lp-norm of a vector or a matrix.90

In a real scenario, the microphone signals are sampled at a frequency fs91

and the processing is performed on discrete signals. The acoustic pressure92

microphone signal is then divided into segments of N points and the source93

localization technique presented in the following section may be performed94

frame by frame.95

2.2. Conventional Beamforming96

The main idea behind most source localization techniques is to compen-97

sate the time delay between each microphone. For a given sound speed, the98

ToF between the microphones and a set of L virtual sources at location rl99

is computed. Each microphone signal is delayed by the corresponding ToF,100

which corresponds to steer the microphone array in the direction of the vir-101

tual source. When the sum of the delayed microphone signals is maximized102

the source is localized. This technique is known as delay-and-sum beam-103

former and its output yl(t) can be expressed for the virtual source l location104

as105

yl(t) =
M∑
m=1

xm(t+ ∆tml), (3)
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where ∆tml is the time delay which steers the beamformer into a virtual106

source location. The beamformer output power Y BF for a virtual source107

location l is given by108

Y BF
l = E{y2l (t)} =

M∑
m=1

M∑
n=1

Rxm,xn(∆tml −∆tnl), (4)

where E{·} is the mathematical expectation and Rxm,xn the cross-correlation109

function between the signals xm and xn defined by110

Rxm,xn(τ) = E{xm(t)xn(t+ τ)}, (5)

where τ is the time lag. The beamformer output power is obtained after the111

summation process over all microphones. The estimated source position re112

is provided by the peak value of the beamformer among all virtual source113

locations114

re = arg max
l

(Y BF
l ). (6)

The set of virtual source locations is called a scan zone and may be in one, two115

or three dimensions. In this study, the scan zone is a plane and the result ob-116

tained is a two dimensional image called noise source map. The noise source117

map is composed of a main lobe (source position), side lobes and spurious118

lobes due to the microphone array geometry. Commonly, the computation119

of the beamformer output is performed over the Mp = M(M − 1)/2 micro-120

phone pairs due to the symmetry of the cross-correlation matrix (redundant121

information). Moreover, the auto-correlation terms (auto-correlation of mi-122

crophone signals) are removed because they do not bring any information123

to the noise source map. These terms are known as ”DC” component or124

self-noise. Usually, the beamformer output is computed thanks to the Gen-125

eralized Cross-Correlation (GCC) [18], which is a weighted cross-correlation126

function, therefore the noise source map obtained is called GCC in the fol-127

lowing.128

2.3. Truncated cross-correlation129

To obtain the beamformer output power, the time delay (∆tml − ∆tnl)130

between a virtual source location and a microphone pair has to be computed.131

Then, the cross-correlation of the microphone pair is estimated. Finally the132

value of the cross-correlation corresponding to the time delay is picked up and133

added to the source map. For a large number of virtual source locations and134
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number of microphones the computation time may be intractable. Rather135

than searching the time delay for each virtual source location, one by one,136

the time delays between all the virtual source locations and a microphone137

pair (m,n) are computed and stored into a time lag vector τm,n138

τm,n =
[
|∆tm1 −∆tn1| , . . . , |∆tml −∆tnl|

]
,with l = 1, ..., L, (7)

with |·| the absolute value. This vector corresponds to the time delay be-139

tween all the virtual source positions and the microphone pair (m,n). Then,140

the peak value of the time lag vector is looked up. This time lag corre-141

sponds to the largest time delay possible for the considered microphone pair142

and all the virtual source positions. Therefore, the time delays of the cross-143

correlation exceeding this maximum time lag are removed because they can-144

not be reached. A truncated cross-correlation function referred to as R̂xm,xn145

is introduced,146

if |τ | < max(τm,n), R̂xm,xn(τ) = Rxm,xn(τ), (8)

R̂xm,xn is a vector corresponding to the Nt allowed time delays. Now, the goal147

is to match each truncated cross-correlation value (with size [1×Nt]) to the148

time lag vector (with size [1 × L]). However, the size of the time lag vector149

and the truncated cross-correlation are different. Therefore, the truncated150

cross-correlation vector is interpolated over the time lag vector which means151

that for each virtual source location a truncated cross-correlation value is152

assigned. The result is called the Spatial Likelihood Function (SLF) [22]153

for a microphone pair. Theoretically, the maximum of SLF is a hyperboloid154

in three dimensions and a hyperbola in two dimensions. However, in real155

situations, the hyperbolas are spread out and blurred and rather represent156

hyperbolic areas [16], called hyperbolas in the following. These hyperbolic157

areas can be narrow or wide according to the microphone positions. Finally,158

the processing is repeated for all the microphone pairs. The number of SLF159

is thus equal to the number of microphone pairs. To create the noise source160

map, all the SLFs are summed up. The peak values of the noise source map,161

which are the locations where the hyperbolas intersect, correspond to the162

source positions.163

2.4. Examples of Spatial Likelihood Function164

The SLFs are investigated for three microphone pairs called vertical, di-165

agonal and collinear configurations (see Figure 1.d-f, considered microphones166
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are plotted as red circles). The source generates a broadband signal. For each167

case, the cross-correlation is shown in (Figure 1.a-c). The SLF is shown in168

three dimensions and a slice is cut in the plane of the source (scan zone).169

The vertical case corresponds to microphones at the same position but170

with a different z position. The source location is at equal distance from both171

microphones therefore the time delay is zero and the resulting SLF is a line as172

expected. In the case of the diagonal configuration, the time delay is not zero.173

This leads to a hyperboloid in three dimensions and a hyperbola in the scan174

zone plane. In the case of several microphone pairs, the intersection between175

the hyperbolas yields the source location. In the collinear configuration, the176

first microphone is in front of the second microphone, i.e. the first microphone177

is between the source and the second microphone on the same axis. In this178

case, the time delay is always negative because the acoustic waves always179

reach the first microphone before the second (for a source located in the scan180

plane). Therefore for the considered scan zone, the time delays between the181

scan points and the microphone pair are almost similar (very low variance).182

The resulting SLF is a cone in three dimensions and a large main lobe in two183

dimensions due to the intersection of the scan zone with the cone.184

The SLF for each configuration are shown in the scan zone Figure 2.a-c).185

The final noise source map is obtained by summing all the SLFs provided by186

the microphone pairs, Figure2.d-f). Owing to the last comment, some micro-187

phone pairs do not provide accurate information about the source location,188

such as the collinear configuration (Figure 2.e-f). The sum of SFLs with189

a narrow hyperbola area provides a more accurate localization (Figure 2.d)190

than the SFLs with a large main lobe. Criteria are discussed in the following191

to reject the SLF which provides inaccurate source localization.192

2.5. Geometrical criterion (GC)193

A Geometrical Criterion (GC) based on the vectors formed by a scan194

point and a microphone pair to improve the resolution of the noise source195

map obtained with GCC is proposed. Consider a scan point coordinate rl196

and a microphone pair defined by points rm and rn. Two vectors from the197

scan point to the microphones can then be defined. If the l2-norm of the198

normalized cross product of these two vectors is small, the angle θ between199

the two vectors is small and an inaccurate SLF for the localization, similar200
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a) b) c)

d) e) f)

Figure 1: Cross-correlation between a microphone pair signal (top) and SLF (bottom) for
three microphone pair configurations, a-d) vertical, b-e) diagonal and c-f) collinear. The
microphone array center is at y = 0 m and z = 0 m. The filled red dots represent the
microphone pair of interest. The black circles are the other microphone positions. The
scan zone is the black square at y = 1 m and the blue circle is the real source position.
The shaded surface is the hyperboloid.

to the collinear configuration, may result,201

‖−−−−→rm − rl ∧
−−−−→
rn − rl‖2

‖−−−−→rm − rl‖2‖
−−−−→
rn − rl‖2

= sin(θ). (9)

The GC criterion is presented as a spatial weighting function Wmn(rl) mul-202

tiplying the SLF (Eq. 8). When the angle θ is lower than βGC , the value of203

the SLF (corresponding to a scan point location) is set to zero204

Wmn(rl) =

 1 if θ > βGC
0 otherwise.

(10)

The GC criterion depends on a scan point and a microphone pair, therefore205

some scan points of a SLF or the whole SLF may be discarded. In the206

following, this method is called GCC-GC.207
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a) b) c)

d) e) f)

Figure 2: Spatial Likelihood Function (SLF) for three microphone pairs configurations, a)
vertical, b) diagonal and c) collinear. Sum of the (SLF) d) vertical + diagonal, e) vertical
+ collinear and f) diagonal + collinear. The white circle is the source position.

2.6. Energy criterion (EC)208

An alternative Energy Criterion (EC) is proposed and called GCC-EC.209

As shown in figure 2.a-c the pattern of the SLF depends on the microphone210

locations. The noise source map is obtained by summing all SLFs, thus a211

SLF with large main lobe does not provide accurate information about the212

source position but contains a high energy (due to the size of the main lobe).213

Therefore SLFs with a high energy may be removed. The energy of the SLF214

can be obtained by the l2-norm operation (root mean square value of the SLF215

for all the scan points). Therefore, removing the SLF given by a microphone216

pair with energy higher than a threshold βEC should improve the resolution217

of the final noise source map. The main difference between the criteria is the218

computation. With the GCC-GC the value of the angle θ is computed for219

all the scan points and microphone pairs whereas the GCC-EC is computed220
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for each SLF,221

R̂xm,xn(τ) =

 R̂xm,xn(τ) if 10 log10

(
‖R̂xm,xn (τ)‖2

min ‖R̂xm,xn (τ)‖2

)
< βEC

0 otherwise.

(11)

3. Numerical source localization222

3.1. Numerical set-up223

The performances of the GCC associated to the two criteria are first in-224

vestigated from synthetic data. The acoustic signal is generated by a broad-225

band omnidirectional point source in free-field conditions. The acoustic point226

source is located at (x = 0, z = 0) at 1 m from the microphone array center227

at the same z position. The geometry of the microphone array is discussed228

in Section 3.2. The acoustic time signal is sampled at fs = 44 kHz. The scan229

zone, where the source is searched, is a square with side equal to 0.6 m. The230

distance between the microphone array and the scan zone is 1 m. It was ver-231

ified through numerical simulations that a small error on this distance (less232

than 10%) leads to a correct source position with a similar noise source map.233

A larger error provides a correct source position detection but with higher234

spurious lobes levels. The scan zone is discretized with 101 scan points along235

each direction which leads to a total number of scan points L = 10, 201. The236

cross-correlation is computed using the inverse Fourier transform of the cross-237

spectrum between microphone pair signals. Commonly the cross-spectrum is238

whitened by the PHAse Transform (PHAT) filter, which removes its magni-239

tude. This technique enhances the cross-correlation estimation because only240

the phase information is used to compute the inverse Fourier transform [18].241

3.2. Microphone array geometries242

In the context of acoustic imaging various microphone array geometries243

can be used depending on the configuration (planar, circular...). In an in-244

dustrial hall, the acoustic energy may come from all the directions, therefore245

spherical microphone arrays are preferred. The distribution of the micro-246

phones on the sphere has to be correctly chosen. Polyhedral discretization247

of a sphere has been discussed theoretically in [23]. In the present study, a248

polyhedral geometry is proposed with 14 microphones arranged on the ver-249

tices of the compound of a cube and an octahedron. This geometry fits on250

a sphere of radius of 0.25 m (diameter d = 0.5 m). It is compared with the251
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microphone array developed by Noël et al. [21] that involves 15 microphones252

arranged on a sphere. Their microphone array is composed of 3 parallel cir-253

cles with 5 microphones at different z positions. The radius of the sphere is254

also 0.25 m. Noël et al. [21] chose a small diameter to keep the microphone255

array compact. Moreover they used few microphones to keep their inverse256

problem tractable from a computational point of view. Both microphone257

array geometries are depicted in Figure 3. The noise source maps obtained258

with the two microphone array geometries, called CUBE (for the polyhedron)259

and ISIT as proposed in [21], are compared in the following.

a) b)

Figure 3: a) Spherical 14-microphone array (called CUBE). b) Spherical 15-microphone
array (called ISIT). The large black dot is the source position. The dashed gray lines
represent circles of radius 0.25 m.

260

3.3. Noise source maps261

First, the noise source maps provided by both geometries and GCC are262

compared. The SLFs generated by each microphone pair are summed up to263

produce the noise source map. The amplitudes of the noise source map are264

normalized by the peak value and shown in dB (Figure 4), darker colors cor-265

responding to higher amplitudes. The source location is correctly detected266

with both microphone array geometries. The CUBE array provides a sym-267

metric map in both directions (due to the symmetry of the array) whereas268

the noise source map given by the ISIT array provides a large lobe in the269

vertical direction and an asymmetry in the horizontal direction. The verti-270

cal lobe of the ISIT array (z-axis) is larger than the horizontal due to the271

absence of microphones on top of the sphere and the asymmetry is due to272

the non-symmetric geometry along the x-axis. To get a better insight into273
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the noise source maps, slices in the horizontal and vertical directions are dis-274

played in Figure 4.c-d. The horizontal size of the main lobe is not clearly275

improved by the CUBE array because both arrays have the same size in this276

direction. An improvement is clearly obtained in the vertical direction where277

the main lobe is narrower and the side lobes level is smaller. Using the cri-

a) b)

c) d)

Figure 4: Noise source maps with a) GCC and the CUBE array and b) GCC and the ISIT
array. The black circle is the source position. Slices of the noise source maps c) at z = 0 m
and d) at x = 0 m.

278

teria should improve the noise source map. However, both criteria require279

defining a tuning factor (βGC or βEC). To get the best value of the tuning280
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factor, the width of the main lobe in both directions is picked up for several281

values of the tuning factor. The main lobe width is defined by the length282

of the main lobe at −3 dB. The number of scan points is increased up to283

L = 361, 201 (one point per millimeter) in order to accurately estimate the284

main lobe width. βEC varies from 0 dB up to 8 dB and βGC from 0 ˚ up285

to 23 ˚. The main lobe width versus tuning factor is displayed in Figure 5286

for both microphone array geometries. With βEC = 8 dB and βGC = 0˚,287

the noise source maps obtained correspond to the GCC source map (without288

criteria). In this case, the main lobe width along the x-axis is similar for289

both microphone array geometries. However, the main lobe width along the290

z-axis is larger with the ISIT microphone array as shown in Figure 4.d. Note291

that the main lobe width is similar in both directions with the CUBE array292

due to the symmetry of the geometry. With both arrays, if βEC > 3 dB the293

main lobe width is not improved by the criterion. For lower values, the main294

lobe width is enhanced until it reaches a minimum for the CUBE and ISIT295

(z-axis). With the CUBE array, the smallest main lobe width is reached296

when βEC is in the range [0.6; 1] dB. With the ISIT array, the main lobe297

width along the x-axis decreases as βEC decreases but at the expense of a298

larger main lobe width along the z-axis (larger than without criterion). For299

βEC < 1 dB, the main lobe width along the z-axis is large because too many300

SLFs are removed and only SLFs with a vertical line are kept (which explains301

the small main lobe width along the x-axis). Therefore a trade-off has to be302

made. In order to compare the noise source maps provided by both micro-303

phone array geometries with the GCC-EC, a value of βEC = 1 dB is chosen.304

This allows for the best main lobe width with the CUBE array and a small305

main lobe width along the z-axis with the ISIT array is achieved. As for306

the GCC-EC, when βGC < 10˚, the main lobe width is not clearly improved307

for both microphone array geometries. With the CUBE array, the optimal308

main lobe width is reached when βGC is in the range [18˚; 20˚]. With the309

ISIT array, the trend of the main lobe width is similar to GCC-EC, the x310

main lobe width decreases with βGC but the z main lobe width increases.311

The optimal values chosen for both criteria are βGC = 20˚ and βGC = 21˚312

for the CUBE and ISIT array, respectively. The noise source map obtained313

with both microphone array geometries and above optimal values of the cri-314

teria, are plotted in Figure 6. The CUBE array provides a narrower, more315

symmetric main lobe than the ISIT array for which the main lobe is blurred316

with side lobes in the vertical direction. The best noise source map is given317

by the CUBE array with GCC-EC which exhibits a narrow main lobe and318
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a) b)

Figure 5: Main lobe width in both directions (x-axis and z-axis) versus tuning factor, a)
GCC-EC and b) GCC-GC. The main lobe width is divided by the diameter of the spherical
microphone array and expressed in %.

low side lobes levels. The number of microphone pairs (which corresponds to319

the number of SFLs) used to generate a noise source map with both criteria320

is investigated in Figure 7. The βEC criterion corresponds to the energy of321

a given SLF normalized by the SLF with the lowest energy. The number of322

microphone pairs considered as a function of βEC is displayed in Figure 7.a323

for both microphone array geometries. The number of microphone pairs is324

different for both microphone arrays, therefore the number of microphone325

pairs is expressed in percent, 100% meaning that all the SFLs are used to326

compute the noise source map. The trend of both curves is similar which327

means that the number of discarded SLFs is approximately the same for328

both array geometries. For instance, if the threshold is chosen equal to 1 dB,329

only 30% of the SLFs are kept and all the others SLFs are rejected from the330

computation.331

The βGC criterion depends on the angle θ formed by the vectors joining332

a scan point and a microphone pair; this angle is therefore computed for all333

possible values. The size of the spatial weighting function matrix is [Mp×L],334

which represents a large set of values. To compare the number of microphone335

pairs considered as a function of βGC for both arrays, the average value is336

computed for all the microphone pairs (Figure 7).b. These values are similar337

for both array geometries. For instance, if the value of βGC = 20˚ is chosen,338
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 6: Noise source map with a) CUBE array and GCC-EC, b) ISIT array and GCC-
EC, c) CUBE array and GCC-GC and d) ISIT array and GCC-GC. The black circle is
the source position.

70% of microphone pairs are removed on average from the computation of339

the noise source map. Vectors formed by a scan point and microphone pairs340

leading to a low value of βGC are rejected.341

In summary, both criteria reject the same number of microphone pairs342

(with the βEC and βGC values considered). However in the case of a single343

source in front of the microphone array the best noise source map is given344

by the GCC-EC and the CUBE array.345
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a) b)

Figure 7: Number of microphone pairs considered in the computation of the noise source
maps as a function of the criteria values a) GCC-EC. b) GCC-GC.

3.4. Influence of background noise346

The previous noise source maps have been generated in the case of mi-347

crophone signals without additive noise (or background noise). Now, an348

uncorrelated white noise with zero mean is added to each microphone sig-349

nal (see Eq. 1). In the case of a workplace, the background noise can be350

electrical or due to undesirable noise sources. The electrical noise depends351

on the quality of the acquisition system and is considered of low amplitude352

as compared to the main sources. However, the amplitude of the acoustic353

background noise such as the heat and ventilation air conditioning can be354

high. To determine the amount of noise added to the microphone signals,355

the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) criterion is used. The previous noise source356

maps have been generated without noise, therefore the SNR is equal to +∞.357

An SNR= 0 dB is chosen to generate the noise source maps which correspond358

to a source and a noise with the same level (see Figure 8). Without crite-359

ria, the noise source maps obtained with both microphone arrays are very360

similar. With the CUBE array, the side lobes in the horizontal and verti-361

cal directions are more extended but the main lobe size is slightly narrower.362

With the ISIT array, the noise source map keeps the same pattern with side363

lobes slightly more extended. Therefore, even with background noise added364

to the microphone signals, the source can be located and the noise source365

maps are almost the same as without background noise. Using the criteria,366
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the noise source maps are improved. With the ISIT array, the noise source367

maps obtained are almost the same as Figures6.b-d. With the CUBE array368

the noise source maps are slightly different but the spurious lobes are still re-369

moved. Finally, even with a high background noise (SNR= 0 dB), the source370

can be located and both criteria still improve the noise source maps. In the371

following, the background noise amplitude is set to zero to only investigate372

the performances of both arrays and criteria.373

3.5. Influence of source-array distance374

The numerical set-up of Section 3.1 is used to illustrate how375

the localization results are affected by the distance between the376

source and the array. The source-array distance is set to 1 m for377

generating the acoustic field, but different source-array distances378

are used for generating the noise source maps ([0.7; 1; 1.3] m). The379

noise source maps obtained, with the CUBE array, are shown in380

Figure 9.381

As expected, the best result is obtained when the source-array382

distance is well estimated. However, even with biased source-array383

distances, the source position is located. The main difference384

is the number and level of spurious lobes. Figure 10 shows the385

noise source maps for a smaller bias of the source-array distances386

([0.95; 1; 1.05] m). If the source-array distance is estimated with a387

small error, the noise source maps are very similar. Therefore, if388

the source-array distance can be experimentally estimated, with a389

small error, the source position will be correctly estimated.390

Commonly, the source-array distance is an input into the microphone391

array processing and can be quite accurately estimated experimentally. If392

the source-array distance cannot be estimated, the alternative way is to use393

a plane wave formulation.394

3.6. Three acoustic sources with different source levels395

In this section the performances of the microphone arrays associated with396

the criteria are compared in the case of three sources with different levels397

[0;−3;−6] dB. The source locations are x = [−0.25; 0; +0.25] m and z = 0398

(horizontal case) and x = 0 and z = [−0.25; 0; +0.25] m (vertical case). The399

acoustic signals are uncorrelated white noises. The noise source maps are400

computed with GCC, GCC-EC and GCC-GC for both microphone array401

geometries.402
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

Figure 8: Noise source maps in the case of a Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) equal to 0 dB . a)
CUBE array with GCC, b) ISIT array with GCC, c) CUBE array with GCC-EC, d) ISIT
array with GCC-EC, e) CUBE array with GCC-GC and f) ISIT array with GCC-GC. The
black circles are the source positions.
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a) b)

c)

Figure 9: Noise source maps for three source-array distances with CUBE array and GCC,
a) 0.7 m, b) 1 m and c) 1.3 m. The black circles are the source positions.

The noise source maps are shown in Figure 11 for the horizontal source403

configuration. In all the cases, the source positions are correctly detected.404

However with GCC, the detection of the source with the weakest level is405

difficult due to the spurious lobes. The criteria allow for a better detection406

of the source positions. In this configuration the ISIT microphone array407

provides a noise source map with few spurious lobes due to its lower side408

lobes level along the x-axis. To get a better insight into the noise source409

maps, slices along the x-direction are presented in Figure 12. Both criteria410

improve the main lobe width and reduce the background noise of source411

maps. For both microphone array geometries, the GCC-EC provides the412

best results with low side lobes level and narrow lobes. Moreover, the GCC-413

EC better estimates the noise source levels. The GCC-GC is less efficient414

with the CUBE array and under-estimates the weakest source level with the415

ISIT array.416

As discussed in Section 3.3, the vertical main lobe width of the ISIT417
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a) b)

c)

Figure 10: Noise source maps for three source-array distances with CUBE array and GCC,
a) 0.95 m, b) 1 m and c) 1.05 m. The black circles are the source positions.

array is poor due to the smaller z-dimension of the microphone array, thus418

inaccurate noise source maps may be expected in the vertical axis. The419

three acoustic sources, previously set horizontally, are now along the z-axis.420

The noise source maps are shown in Figure 13 for both microphone array421

geometries and criteria. Without any criterion, the noise source maps exhibit422

a high side lobe level and the detection of the weakest source is difficult. Both423

criteria improve the noise source maps by removing side lobes and narrowing424

the main lobe. However, the noise source map based on GCC-GC and ISIT425

still exhibits a very poor vertical main lobe width whereas this artifact is not426

present in the noise source map based on the GCC-EC and GCC-GC with427

the CUBE array. The slices along the z-direction are presented in Figure 14.428

When GCC-GC is used, the ISIT array shows a large side lobe. The best main429

lobe width is provided by the GCC-EC which leads to the best estimation of430

the source level.431
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

Figure 11: Noise source maps in the case of three horizontal acoustic sources with different
sound levels ([0;−3;−6] dB). a) CUBE array with GCC, b) ISIT array with GCC, c) CUBE
array with GCC-EC, d) ISIT array with GCC-EC, e) CUBE array with GCC-GC and f)
ISIT array with GCC-GC. The black circles are the source positions.
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a) b)

Figure 12: Slices of the noise source maps in the case of three horizontal sources at z = 0 m,
a) CUBE array and b) ISIT array.

4. Experimental source localization432

4.1. Experimental set-up433

In order to confirm the above findings on array geometries (CUBE and434

ISIT) and criteria (GCC-EC and GCC-GC), experiments were conducted in435

a reverberant room. The reverberation time based on the TR60 is about 3 s436

at 1 kHz which leads to a reverberation radius of 0.5 m.437

To set-up the microphone arrays, two similar frames have been designed.438

Each frame was composed of a sphere of radius 3.81 cm supported by a439

tripod. Holes were drilled in the sphere according to each microphone array440

geometry pattern. Rods with 20 cm length were inserted into the holes441

and the microphones were mounted at the end of the rods (see Figure 15)442

to obtain an array radius of 0.25 m. Brüel&Kjaer microphones type 4935443

were used and the signals were recorded using a Brüel&Kjaer 3038B front444

end and Brüel&Kjaer Pulse software. The acoustic signals were sampled445

at 32,768 Hz during 15 seconds. The source signals were uncorrelated white446

noises, with the same amplitude, generated by a NI PXI-4461 card controlled447

with Labview. The signals were amplified by a BSWA audio amplifier SWA448

100 and emitted by two loudspeakers. The distance between the loudspeakers449

and the center of the microphone array was 1.7 m, this distance is larger than450

the reverberation radius therefore the microphone array is in the reflected451
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

Figure 13: Noise source maps in the case of three vertical acoustic sources with different
sound levels ([0;−3;−6] dB). a) CUBE array with GCC, b) ISIT array with GCC, c)
CUBE array with GCC-EC, d) ISIT array with GCC-EC, e) CUBE array with GCC-GC
and f) ISIT array with GCC-GC. The black circles are the source positions.
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a) b)

Figure 14: Slices of the noise source maps in the case of three vertical sources at x = 0 m,
a) CUBE array and b) ISIT array.

field. The two Boston CR67 loudspeakers, composed of a 133 mm woofer at452

the bottom and a 2 mm tweeter at the top, were separated by 0.55 m. The453

microphone array was located at the same distance from the loudspeakers as454

the back wall and the side wall was closer (see Figure 15). The center of the455

microphone array and the loudspeakers were set at 1.3 m above the ground.456

In this configuration, the microphone array records the direct acoustic field457

and the multiple reflections from the ground and walls. The microphone458

signals were filtered by a band-pass Butterworth second order filter between459

500 Hz and 8000 Hz. The scan zone where the sources are searched was a460

1.2 m ×1.2 m square at 1.7 m away from the microphone array (including the461

loudspeakers). The scan zone was discretized with 121× 121 points (14, 641462

scan points, i.e. one scan point by centimeter). For both microphone arrays,463

the GCC with and without criteria was applied.464

The noise source maps are shown in Figure 16 for both microphone array465

geometries and detection algorithms. The GCC with the ISIT array exhibits466

two large spots at source positions with a vertical main lobe width larger than467

the horizontal main lobe width. The noise source map is enhanced when the468

criteria are applied. The GCC-GC and GCC-EC remove the spurious lobes469

and decrease the size of the main lobes. With the CUBE array, the noise470

source map, obtained with GCC, exhibits two main spots with a smaller471

main lobe width than the ISIT array in the vertical direction. The GCC-GC472
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Figure 15: Photograph of the experimental set-up.

and GCC-EC remove the spurious lobes and allow the best detection of the473

two sources as compared to the GCC with the ISIT array.474

Slices of the noise source maps along the axis z = 0 for both microphone475

arrays are shown in Figure 17. With the CUBE array, the left and right476

loudspeakers are localized at x = −0.32 m and x = 0.23 m which lead to a477

separation distance of 0.55 m. With the ISIT, the left and right loudspeakers478

are localized at x = −0.27 m and x = 0.27 m which lead to a separation479

distance of 0.54 m. Therefore, both microphone arrays are able to correctly480

estimate the source separation distance which was set to 0.55 m. The esti-481

mated position of the left (or right loudspeaker) is different with both arrays482

due to the difficulty to set-up each microphone array (CUBE or ISIT) ex-483

actly at the same position in front of the two loudspeakers in the reverberant484

chamber. Moreover, the difference between the estimated positions of the485

left loudspeaker with both arrays is equal to 5 cm which is lower than the486

diameter of the woofer (0.13 m). For both microphone arrays, the GCC-EC487

and GCC-GC decrease the size of the main lobes and allow clearly detecting488

the loudspeakers.489

4.2. Computation time490

This section is dedicated to the computation time of the different meth-491

ods. In the context of source localization in a workplace, all the problematic492

workstations have to be tested. In order to disturb as little as possible the493
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

Figure 16: Noise source maps in the case of two loudspeakers. a) CUBE array with GCC,
b) ISIT array with GCC, c) CUBE array with GCC-EC, d) ISIT array with GCC-EC, e)
CUBE array with GCC-GC and f) ISIT array with GCC-GC.

workers and to avoid slowing down the production, the computation time494
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a) b)

Figure 17: Slices of the noise source maps in the case of the loudspeakers at z = 0 m, a)
CUBE array and b) ISIT array.

of the method should be low. The GCC, GCC-EC and GCC-GC methods495

were implemented with custom-made Matlab R2012b routines and the com-496

putation time was provided by the tic-toc function. A personal computer497

was used with an Intel processor (Xeon(R) @ 2.4 GHz) and 16 Go of RAM.498

The computation time was displayed as a function of the number of scan499

points from 100 points (scan zone 10×10 points) up to 106 points (scan zone500

1000 × 1000 points). The computation time of the GCC is shown in Fig-501

ure 18.a for three numbers of microphone pairs Mp = 105 (15 microphones);502

Mp = 210 (21 microphones) and Mp = 435 (30 microphones) (Mp = 105503

corresponds to the ISIT array, the CUBE array has Mp = 91 pairs ). With504

a number of scan points L < 10, 000, the computation time is steady and505

equal to 0.1 second with Mp = 105. When L > 10, 000, the computation506

time increases linearly with L (as expected due to Eq.4). However, even507

with a large number of scan points (L=100,000, scan zone 100 × 1000), the508

computation time is still reasonable approximately 1 second, which is com-509

patible with almost real-time post-processing of the microphone data. If the510

number of microphone pairs is multiplied by two or four, the computation511

time is twice or four times higher. Now, the computation time of the GCC512

associated with the criteria is compared to the case of Mp = 105 (ISIT array),513

considered as the baseline (Figure 18.b). With L < 10, 000, the application514

of the GCC-EC does not increase the GCC computation time. The GCC-GC515
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slightly increases the computation time but practically, it is negligible. For516

GCC-GC, the computation of the cross product is more time consuming than517

the 2-norm operation (for GCC-EC). When L > 10, 000, the GCC-EC and518

GCC-GC computation times increase linearly as for the GCC. With L = 106,519

the computation time of the GCC, GCC-EC and GCC-GC are 5.8, 10.3 and520

25.6 seconds. Therefore even with a densely resolved scan zone (1000×1000),521

the computation time is still reasonable especially with the GCC-EC which522

is able to improve the noise source map with a moderate increase of the523

computation time.

a) b)

Figure 18: a) Computation time of the GCC method with several numbers of microphone
pair. b) Computation time of the GCC and the two criteria (CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) @
2.4 GHz, RAM 16 Go, using tic-toc function Matlab R2012b).

524

5. Conclusion525

In this study, the performance of spherical microphone arrays, combined526

with the Generalized Cross-Correlation (GCC) technique, to detect broad-527

band point sound sources was investigated. The objective of the paper was528

to propose a fast signal processing technique to generate a clean noise source529

map with few microphones. A geometry based on the compound of a cube530

with an octahedron (called CUBE) and comprising 14 microphones has been531

proposed. This geometry has been compared with another 15 spherical micro-532

phone array used previously in the literature and called ISIT by the authors.533
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For both geometries, the microphones were distributed on a sphere with a ra-534

dius of 0.25 m. An Energy Criterion (GCC-EC) and a Geometrical Criterion535

(GCC-GC) were proposed to select a subset of relevant microphone pairs536

in Cross-Correlation estimations, and improve the noise source map. The537

noise source maps provided by both microphone arrays and criteria were as-538

sessed using numerical data in free-field and experimental data obtained in539

a reverberant room.540

The case of a single source, three horizontal sources and three vertical541

sources with different sound levels were studied through numerical simula-542

tions. The best noise source map in terms of main lobe width and side lobes543

is provided by the CUBE array with the GCC-EC. Even with background544

noise, both criteria are efficient and lead to clean noise source maps.545

Then, the performances of both microphone arrays were compared in the546

case of experimental data. Two loudspeakers were set in a reverberant room.547

The CUBE array associated to the GCC-EC clearly detected the two source548

positions with the best resolution.549

Finally, it has been shown that the smallest GCC computation time is550

achieved for the CUBE array (due to it is low number of microphone pairs).551

Moreover, the GCC-EC is faster than the GCC-GC.552

This study demonstrated that the CUBE array is more efficient than the553

ISIT array and that the GCC-EC allows for improving the noise source map554

with a weak increase of the computation time.555

Usually in acoustic imaging, inverse problems can be used to achieve a556

high resolution. The input of the inverse problem is the noise source map and557

the computation time may be long due to the iteration process. The next step558

of this work is to study how the improved noise source map obtained with559

the CUBE array combined with the GCC-EC criterion affects the resolution560

of inverse problems.561
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